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CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C.:(May 11, 1990) ,--,During the evening of 26 
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until they*‘found a- raid. whith eventually 'led 
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picked up by their unit. At the pick: uk point, 
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one Marine compl a&n&d 1,; 7 .'-I: 
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of having fever:.like symptoms, headache, and general malaise. The 

Marine was brought in ifrom the field and examined by the battalion 
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surgeon who determined that the Marine was dehydrated and suffering 

from an upper respiratory infection not related to any chemical 

ntaminatian. 
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Because all the Marines in the platoon were fully aware of the 

chemical site, and one of the Marines was subsequently ill, many in : 

the platoon erroneously assumed they had walked through the site. .4t , 

no time was the platoon in the site and the closest they came was 

approximately 700 meters. Because of an increased anxiety by the :i 

Marines in the platoon, all the Marines have since been examined by. : 

Naval. doctors. Exams consisted of a full physical and blood j :i..,- :_. .: , :- ._I I, .: ._ 

been observed in his stool; 
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